Fast and Reproducible PCR-Based Approach for DNA Library Screening
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A B S T R A C T

Metagenomics helped the understanding of diverse microbial communities in various habitats by skipping the need for culturing. We established fosmid libraries from the environmental DNAs isolated from the sea. Fosmid library was constructed according to the instruction manual (Epicentre). Moreover, we developed a PCR based method for easy and fast screening of the fosmid libraries for genes of interest. In summary bacterial colonies containing fosmids were allowed to grow in 96 well plate (each well contained only one fosmid). Identical copy from each bacterial plate was prepared and the 96 cultures were pooled followed by fosmids isolation (each plate was represented by one DNA sample contained the 96 different fosmids). In this work we have constructed a fosmid library contains 10656 colonies, primers specific for the subtilisin like serine protease gene were used to perform the screening protocol. In the primary screening, PCR was conducted on the pooled fosmids DNAs isolated from the different plates. The primary screening showed 15 plates that might harbor the gene. As a proof of concept, we performed the secondary screening on plate 34 where we found only one fosmid containing the gene. The PCR based result was confirmed biochemically using the protease assay. The reported protocol for fosmid library screening will be helpful for fast screening and for isolation of genes of interest from uncultured microorganisms.

Introduction

Microorganisms considered one of the early forms of life [1]. Prokaryotes contributed in different forms of life on earth and their significance is not only for being primary producers of nutrients and recyclers for organic matter [2,3] but also represented by the huge genetic repertoire that remains unexplored [4]. Microorganisms have been under study using simple classical culture dependent approaches on media containing the essential nutrients for their survival. 95-99 % of the total microorganisms are inaccessible to the regular genomic studies that require prior isolation and cultivation of the microorganism; this is due to the absence of factor(s) and conditions needed for their growth on the artificial medium. In addition, some microorganisms live in a symbiotic interaction that is difficult to provide in the laboratory [5,8].

Metagenomics, or environmental genomics, is a culture-independent technique that has been developed to study genetic structure and diversity of a microbial community in a particular environment; in other words, it is the analysis of the collective genomic make-up of organisms in a particular environment such as marine, soil, insects, and human gut [5,8-10]. The study of such uncultured microorganisms provided us with new insights into the metabolic and physiological processes required for their survival. In addition, it is so promising in providing us with unique and original bioactive products and molecules with potential biotechnological applications [11].

When the term metagenomics was first coined it meant to borrow the notion of collective analysis of un-identical items that share some extent of similarity [11,12,13]. Using recent advances in genomics and computational analyses, DNA isolated from microbial community in a particular environment, “environmental DNA”, can be analyzed using 16SrRNA-based phylogenetic analysis [14,15] and whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing approach [16]. These analyses allowed detailed descriptions of the genetic makeup and diversities of microbial communities in different and unexplored environments [18,9,17]. In addition to that, metagenomics contributed to the identification of many biomolecules from different environments that couldn’t be easily
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identified before, like: Cold adapted Catalase, Subtilisin, and Cellulase from Antarctic Sea water\textsuperscript{18-20}.

In addition to mass sequencing of environmental DNA and developing of a database, it is important to construct a metagenomic library to maintain the genetic material and to isolate genes of interest. Many vectors are available for metagenomic library construction; they vary based on their capacity to accommodate different sizes of inserts and their transformation efficiency; for example plasmids, fosmids and bacterial artificial chromosomes. Fosmid vector is usually used because it can harbor up to 40 kb DNA insert, and it has high efficiency of transformation. The recombinant vectors will then be transformed into the appropriate host. Once a metagenomic library is created, successive screening methods (sequence based, or functional based approach) are used to isolate specific genes and to explore functional and taxonomic potential of uncultured microbes\textsuperscript{21-23}.

Library screening is the rate-limiting step in genomic analysis. Traditional methods for library screening included; Hybridization or PCR based methods\textsuperscript{24, 25}. Library screening by hybridization involves immobilization of recombinant DNA molecules on solid supports, followed by hybridization with specific probes to detect specific sequences of interest. This approach is laborious and requires several screening steps to avoid the false positives. Over the past decade, a number of new strategies have been implemented. Such strategies include PCR-based methods, which greatly decreased time and cost requirements of library screening. A single PCR is used to determine insert presence, without the need for purification or hybridization. PCR screening methods involve initial large-scale screening using the pooled library, followed by several rounds of screening of smaller pools from which a positive signal can be isolated\textsuperscript{26}. PCR based screening, is quick and more specific, but requires sequence information and primer generation for each gene\textsuperscript{27}.

The goal of the work described here is to develop a fast PCR based method for DNA library screening. In this study, we developed a fast and reproducible PCR based method for fosmid library screening in 96 well plate format, which requires only two PCR reactions. This approach was successful in isolating a subtilisin like serine protease, which was confirmed biochemically using the protease assay. The proposed protocol will facilitate the DNA library screening comparing the traditional screening methods.

**Materials and Methods**

A) Genomic DNA Isolation:

Purification of DNA from the environmental sample was conducted as described in Rusch et al.,\textsuperscript{22} with a modification of CTAB treatment as described in the DOE-Joint Genome Institute, standard operating procedure for “Bacterial genomic DNA isolation using CTAB”\textsuperscript{28}. DNA quality and quantity were assessed by gel visualization and measuring concentration using NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific, USA).

B) DNA library construction:

DNA fosmid library construction was conducted using Control Fosmid Library Production Kit according to the instruction manual (Epigenet). Briefly, 3 µg of the isolated DNA was sheared, followed by end-repaired step using the End-Repair enzyme mix that generates 5’-phosphorylated DNA with blunt ends ready for ligation. The end-repaired DNA was then size fractionated using 1% (w/v) low melting agarose gel electrophoresis; 30–50 kb DNA fragments was excised from the gel, purified using Gelase enzyme followed by ethanol precipitation. The DNA pellet was dissolved in 30 µl of TE buffer and quantified using a NanoDrop 2000. Size fractionated DNA was ligated into CopyControl pCC1FOS Vector using Fast-Link DNA Ligase. The cloning product was transformed into EPI300 using MaxPlax Lambda Packaging Extracts; in which 10 µl of the phage prep incubated for 20 minutes at 37°C with 100 µl of EPI300 host cells. The infected EPI300 cells were spread on LB plates supplemented by 12.5 µg/ml chloramphenicol, cells allowed to grow at 37°C overnight. The colonies were then picked individually, each colony transferred into one well of 96 well ELISA plates, that contain LB supplemented by 12.5 µg/ml chloramphenicol. Cells were allowed to grow in the plates at 37°C overnight. The library produced 10,656 clones distributed in 111 ELISA plates. A duplicate of the library plates and a glycerol stock was generated and stored in the -80°C.

C) DNA library preparation for fast screening:

To perform the fast library screening, the bacterial content of each ELISA plate (contains 96 different Fosmids) was pooled into a single tube and allowed to grow overnight at 37°C in LB media supplemented by 12.5 µg/ml chloramphenicol. The total Fosmid DNA (96/plate) was isolated using the promega Wizard® Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System, resulting in preparation of 111 separate DNA samples.

D) DNA library fast screening:

DNA library fast PCR screening was performed using specific primers for the gene of interest. In this work we used Primer3 plus\textsuperscript{29} to design new primers specific for subtilisin like serine protease gene based on assembly of several sequencing reads specific for the environmental sample; SR-F (TCCCCCTCAGAATCTCTAGC), SR-R (TACCACCTACGGACTCTC). The PCR using SR-F and SR-R generated a 500 bp amplicon. In the first PCR round, the pooled DNA samples were used as a template DNA (111 samples, each representing one plate) using Dream Taq (Fermentas, USA). In case of a positive results [a PCR signal representing a plate number], a second colony PCR was performed using the same primer set and the 96 bacterial colonies of the positive signal plate. A positive PCR signal pointed to the exact positive fosmid, which it could be easily isolated.
E) Protease Assay:
The 96 bacterial colonies of the plate that gave a positive PCR signal in the PCR screening were allowed to grow on LB agar plates supplemented by 1% w/v skim milk, 0.1% arabinose and chloramphenicol 40 µg/ml. Plates were incubated at 37˚C for 24-48 hours. Positive clones that showed proteolytic activity formed a clear zone/halo around the colony [30].

Results

Library Quality and Diversity
To examine the quality and the diversity of the library, 24 different fosmids were randomly selected and subjected to BamHI digestion; which is flanking the 40Kb insert on the copy control vector. The data presented in figure 1 show that each recombinant fosmid contains insert with a different digestion pattern, suggesting the diversity of the library.

Fast Library Screening for Serine protease
To test the fast PCR screening protocol that we proposed, 111 PCR reactions were performed using PCR primers generated specific to the serine protease. Ten µl PCR was performed using 1 µl of the pooled DNA as a template in presence of 0.1 µM of each primer, 0.1 mM dNTPs, 1X polymerase buffer and 1 unit of the Taq polymerase. The reactions were performed at 94 degrees for 5 minutes, then 30 cycles of 3 temperature settings (94 degrees for 1 minute, 55 degrees for 1 minute, 72 degrees for 1 minute), followed by 72 degrees for 7 minutes. The PCR products were analyzed by gel electrophoresis. The data presented in figure 2 showed that 15 plates (1, 10, 13, 22, 34, 37, 40, 41, 46, 48, 49, 52, 58, 70 and 73) might harbor potential serine protease genes. In order to identify the exact fosmid that harbor the potential gene, we decided to proceed with plate #34. A second 10 µl colony PCR was performed on the 96 colonies of plate #34 using same primer set, dNTPs, polymerase buffer and enzyme concentrations following the same thermal cycle protocol used in the earlier PCR. The data presented in figure 3, showed that only one fosmid (B8) gave a positive PCR signal.

Fast Library Screening Conformation
In order to confirm the previous result, we chose to perform a functional assay on plate #34 by testing for serine protease presence using the skim-milk agar procedure. The data presented in figure 4 showed that only one clone gave a positive lysis indicating the presence of a functional serine protease within this plate.

Fig. 1: BamHI digestion of the 24 recombinant fosmids from randomly-picked colonies. 1 µg of each fosmid was subjected to BamHI digestion in the recommended digestion buffer for 2 hours, followed by addition of the 6X loading buffer and analyzed on 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis.
Fig. 2: Screening of the 111 plates of the fosmid library. Total DNA of each plate was subjected to PCR. The products of the amplification were analyzed on 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. The numbers on the top of each lane represent the plate number.
Fig. 3: Screening of the plate number 34. Each colony (showing results of only 18) of the plate # 34 was subjected to colony PCR. The products of the amplification were analyzed on 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. The number on the top of any lane represents the colony number.

Fig. 4: Functional screening of the plate number 34. The bacterial colonies of the plate were grown on skim milk agar for 24-48 hours at 37˚C. Arrowheads indicate the positive clones.

Discussion
Metagenomics is a powerful tool that allows us to study the uncultured microbial communities. It is based on the analysis of the extracted DNA from environmental samples that allows the identification of novel metabolic and physiological processes of the different microorganisms inhabiting this environment. By incorporating all the data obtained from this powerful genomics tool, the mode of living and interactions of these microbial communities can be explored and determined. Furthermore, new biological molecules can be discovered and therefore be of great potential to the therapeutic and biotechnological applications [31,32].

Metagenomics projects with different purposes construct libraries of cloning vectors having the environmental DNA as inserts. These can be screened afterwards for genes of interest. Direct sequencing of the collected DNA is another tool in order to obtain metagenomics datasets. Such techniques would provide us with an insight about the biochemical pathways of these microbes.

In this work, we constructed a fosmid library from the total genomic DNA isolated from the environmental sample following the manufacture protocol; the library consisted of 10,656 clones; which is corresponding to 4.2 x 10^8 bp. In order to test the quality and the diversity of the library, we used a simple restriction digestion approach, the data presented in figure 1 showed different restriction pattern for the different fosmids, suggesting each fosmid carrying a different 40 kb insert. Further end terminal sequencing of the fosmids should be performed to confirm this idea.

The library screening for any gene of interest can be performed using the hybridization method, which is time consuming and require several screenings to confirm the positive signal. In this paper we used a modified PCR based approach, in which, by using only 2 PCR’s, we can identify the fosmid that carry the gene of interest out of 10,656 fosmid.

PCR primers specific for the subtilisin like serine proteases was generated, and used in this work. In the first PCR reaction, we used total library DNA. Fifteen
plates produced positive signals, indicating the presence of serine protease genes in the 15 different plates. To identify which fosmid out of the 96 ones in each plate contained the gene of interest, we performed the second PCR using the same primers and DNA templates of the 96 samples of the plate. The results showed that only one fosmid produced a positive signal. The same plate was used to confirm the presence of the serine protease gene using a biochemical approach, where the skim-milk agar plate method was used and showed an identical result to the PCR approach.

The work described here provides an easy and fast strategy for screening libraries. This strategy should consistently yield positive results with the use of good reagents and careful technique. Further analysis of the isolated fosmid using sequencing of the area covering the gene of interest should be performed to confirm the presence of the gene and to identify its start and stop codons, as well as the ribosomal binding site and the -10 and -35 boxes.
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